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It's our mission at the Baseball Factory to prepare young athletes for the next level. Through detailed ratings, player development, and college recruitment guidance, we provide high-level experiences to help them achieve their goals. Sometimes, trust in the fields starts with your uniform. If
YOU ARE WELL, FEEL GOOD and if you FEEL GOOD, you are more likely to PLAY WELL! As under armour's official partner, we can provide teams with up to 40% off under armour uniforms, cleats and clothing! Teams can also enjoy up to 20% off other selected partners! For more
information, see the following image. Equip your team from the head to the fingers of the two with the equipment of our amazing partners! Bat Digest is supported by readers. When you buy via links on our site, we may earn an affiliate fee. Learn more. Custom Capture Equipment | Pairings
vs Custom Recommendations20 March 2019 | by Brian Duryea | @BatDigestBy Blake MuirThis you've ever seen a child behind the plate with sweet custom catcher gear, you may have asked where to find it, and whether it's worth investing the extra cost in the equipment. I had the
pleasure of putting a lot of receivers in middle and high school programs. In the process, I have had experience with custom equipment and matched to the catcher and I am ready to help you solve the differences. Matching vs Custom GearMatching different colors on each piece of
equipment of your catcher of the same brand could be considered by some a custom set. Many companies offer this option. A truly personalized set at the amateur level is only offered by All-Star. Understanding the differences between matching and custom capture equipment can help you
decide which one is best for your catcher. PAIRINGSIn a nutshell, the corresponding catcher equipment is just a stock equipment (in a certain color) usually sold as a canned set. When you buy a corresponding bonnet, all equipment is sized by age. You won't be able to mix the size at the
time of purchase this way. You may be able to buy each piece individually to mix the size, but the cost will increase significantly compared to the canned set, and the pieces will only be available in the colors offered. CUSTOMElizza the capture equipment is just that, customized for the
tastes and sizing of your player. You will be able to choose accented colors, colors and sizes. Some brands will also allow you to monogram a name in the chest guard, just like your professional player Custom capture equipment brands There are several companies that now allow a player
to customize their capture gear. We will take a shallow dive into each brand and discuss the different customization options they offer. All-Star Custom Catcher's Gear OptionsAll Star equipment is among the best on the market. It is also the only truly personalized equipment as all the
others can simply be paired. It is durable, generally stays cleaner and is very very Wear. In fact, Under Armour's eye-catching equipment is made by All Star. All Star will also speed up fishing gear for an ADDITIONAL $150.00Helmet (available in both hockey and 2-piece style)Padding Color
(2 pieces)Deltaflex Color (2 pieces)Cage Color (2 pieces)Primary shell (Hockey)Secondary shell (Hockey)Chest Guard Base ColorU-Bar ColorAbs ColoreThroatShoulderHarnessYou can also have it embroidered for an ADDITIONAL $15.00ShinKnee ColorShin ColorToe ColorHarness
ColorTrim ColorPadding ColorDelta FlexBOOMBAH Matching Custom Catcher's Gear OptionsBoombah capture equipment fits comfortably and tempted regarding duration of JBR use behind the plate. If you are looking to mix the colors of your equipment, they may be the best solution.
They have many colors and come at a cheaper price than most other custom brands. HelmetAvailable in 24 different colorsChest GuardAvailable in 25 different colors Thresholder available in 27 different colorsUNDER ARMOUR Matching Custom Catcher's Gear OptionsUnder Armour the
equipment of the receiver is made by All Star (see above). Under Armour also has almost all the standard colors available, however, they don't have two-tone equipment. ColorMIZUNO ColorDeltaflex Padding Corresponding to custom catcher gear options NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
FOR CUSTOMIZATION. Mizuno has a lot of color combinations that can ignore your desire for custom equipment and end up saving a lot of money. CURRENTLY NOT AVAILABLE FOR CUSTOMIZATIONPro and against GearPros by Custom Catcher:More professional looking in the field
(matches uniforms)It has a bit of intimidation factor. (friend, if the receiver has custom equipment, it must be a stallion) It can be mounted on the player. (shin guards of a size, chest guard of different sizes) Usually more expensive Up to 8 weeks before deliveryNo return policies on custom
gearsSolo a fully customizable brand on the market. As you dress your hero behind the plate, customizing equipment can be a good idea to get a more personalized fit and boost in terms of confidence and intimidation factor. If you're looking for generic gear to go through a league or team,
basic matching equipment might be the way to go. Do you want to donate to our next bat review by purchasing our data sheet? I'd like your thoughts, please comment.x Those who say baseball is not a physical sport have never met a receiver. Game manager, plate protector and pitcher
psychologist, the receiver wears Hats... or should we say masks? No one on the pitch has the same responsibilities as a catcher and what a catcher needs for the game is unique in his position. Catcher's equipment isn't just about protecting himself. When you slide chest protection and
tighten shin protectors, you feel invincible, knowing that nothing will get past you. Even your pitchers can feel the confidence, helping them throw their break shots without concern a wild step. But you don't want run-of-the-mill catcher gear, you want equipment that matches your game. At
Sports Unlimited, we have everything you need to make sure you perform at your best. We have complete tool sets for those who are just getting started or if you just need individual pieces to compile a set, we have those too. If you're shopping for Youth Catchers Gear, check out a wide
range of Youth Catchers gear sets to see which one best meets your needs. You can also take a look at our selection of baseball equipment bags to bring all your equipment with you safely. We offer a variety of colors to match your team and keep you beautiful. From knee savers to new
catcher gloves, Sports Unlimited is your only counter for all your plate protection needs. So get ready and get behind the plate like never before this season. Your team is counting on you. By Anonymous for ??? May 2, 2014 When I bend my legs, the gear of the receivers slips down and
hurts the back of the knees. How can I prevent equipment from slipping down? From customer service on May 5, 2014 Answer:You can adjust the straps on the back of the shinguards so that they are held firmly on the legs. If they're still slipping, you might want to check to make sure you're
wearing the correct size. The adult pro catcher converge under armour set includes a helmet, leg protectors and chest protectors at incredible value! Stay protected behind the plate with the high-impact ABS helmet, seamless chest protection + printed and leg protectors with a plastic shell
and gel knee pads. All three pieces are equipped with HeatGear moisture absorption technology and an antimicrobial treatment to prevent odor-causing bacteria. Colors: 4 SKUs: UACKCC4-AP Sizes: Senior - Adult Colors: 7 SKUs: UAHG3-AS Sizes: Youth - Adult Colors: 5 SKUs: UAHG3-
AM Sizes: Youth - Adult Colors: 5 SKUs: UAFM2-WP Sizes: Adult Colors: 4 SKUs: U Cuts eAKS2: Young - Adult Colors: 5 SKUs: UAFM2-LUC Sizes: Adult Colors: 4 SKUs: UASC500 Sizes: Adult Colors: 7 SKUs: UAHG3-AS Sizes: Young - Adult Colors: 4 SKUs: UASC500 Sizes: Adult
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